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English 300 Junior Year Writing, "Spy v Spy" Spring 2020, S. Clingman

Heroes of the West: Constructed Masculinity in From Russia With Love and M. Butterfly 

The texts From Russia With Love by Ian Fleming and M. Butterfly by David Henry 

Hwang offer vastly different versions of the recognizable spy narrative. The first, originally 

published in 1957, presents a familiar and glamorous account of James Bond’s adventures in 

espionage, and the second, a play which first premiered in 1988, imaginatively depicts the 

relations between René Gallimard, a French Diplomat stationed in China during the 1960s, and 

a Chinese operative disguised as a woman. While seemingly distinct, both texts provide 

narratives that usefully reveal the constructed or unnatural nature of dominant understandings of 

heroic masculinity.  

Both Bond and Gallimard might be read as figures embodying or attempting to embody 

heroic masculinity. Using Jack Halberstam’s theories on masculinity found in the text Female 

Masculinity, I argue that in both texts, the masculinity of the heroic figure is constructed and 

validated by the gender performances of those surrounding him. In this way, both From Russia 

With Love and M. Butterfly serve as useful documents for examining the constructed ideal of the 

dominant, heroic, necessarily white and heterosexual masculine figure. While both texts 

effectively expose hegemonic notions of masculinity to be mythologized and artificial, they do 

so in different ways. The former unconsciously and indirectly reveals the artificiality of 

masculinity through extreme simplification, while the later does so consciously and directly 

through metanarrative elements and the employment of multiple perspectives. Despite their 
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differences, both usefully place this construction within particular colonial histories and social 

contexts, highlighting the particular ideological motivations behind this construction of 

masculinity. 

In the book Female Masculinity, Jack Halberstam describes the way that our conceptions 

of dominant, ideal, trustworthy and “heroic” masculinities rely on the existence of alternative 

masculine subjectivities which are visible because their masculinities are either excessive or 

insufficient. Halberstam writes, “I…venture to assert that although we seem to have a difficult 

time defining masculinity, as a society we have little trouble in recognizing it, and indeed we 

spend massive amounts of time and money ratifying and supporting the versions of masculinity 

that we enjoy and trust; many of these ‘heroic masculinities’ depend absolutely on the 

subordination of alternative masculinities” (Halberstam 935). For Halberstam, while masculinity 

masquerades as essential, natural, or non-performative, it is actually constructed through its 

necessary contrast with alternative versions of masculinity that are wrong in some way. This 

process establishes white, heterosexual, western masculinity as both an ideal and the norm. 

Halberstam further states, “arguments about excessive masculinity tend to focus on black bodies 

(male and female), latino/a bodies, or working-class bodies, and insufficient masculinity is all 

too often figured by Asian bodies or upper-class bodies” (Halberstam 936). Halberstam’s 

theorizations are made visible in both From Russia With Love and M. Butterfly, in which both 

heroic masculine figures are validated through their contrast with the less desirable masculinities 

surrounding them. Their masculinities are even further validated by the hyper-feminine figures 

surrounding them which further establish their superior positions within Western, hetero-

patriarchal regimes. 
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Bond’s masculinity in From Russia With Love is constructed in contrast with the excess 

masculinities of Grant, Klebb and Kerim and also in relation to the hyper-femininity of Tatiana. 

While these masculinities aside from that of Kerim are not necessarily racialized masculinities, 

they do belong to characters whom the text attempts to “other” through its preoccupation with 

Western superiority over the East. Although Grant is technically English, he has defected from 

the West to work for the East, and the novel explains this defection through his pathological 

masculinity. Grant is described as excessively brutal, violent and unintellectual, all masculine 

characteristics present to an unnatural extreme. Grant is described as being drawn to the Russians 

because of their “brutality, their carelessness of human life, and their guile” (Fleming 15). 

Further, his non-normative sexuality distances him from what is understood as normal 

masculinity, which is necessarily affirmed through its heterosexuality. As is stated in the novel, 

“When he killed the occasional girl he did not ‘interfere’ with her in any. That side of things, 

which he had heard talked about, was quite incomprehensible to him” (Fleming 14). Like Grant, 

Klebb’s masculinity is presented as excessive due to the fact that she is a woman, and therefore, 

any display of traditionally masculine characteristics is unnatural. Klebb is described as the 

“most powerful woman” in the Soviet State, and also “the most feared” (Fleming 62). However, 

her position of power, as well as her very desire for power, is presented in the novel as a kind of 

pathological masculinity, heightened by “the peculiar nature of her most important instinct, the 

Sex Instinct” (Fleming 63). Both Klebb and Grant embody masculinities that are unnatural, and 

by placing them in comparison to Bond, his masculinity is constructed as correct and natural.  

Kerim’s specifically racialized masculinity also represents an unfavorable, excessive 

masculinity which affirms Bond’s more understated masculinity. Kerim is described as having a 

“face vaguely gipsy-like in its fierce pride and in the heavy curling black hair and crooked 
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nose…it was a startlingly dramatic face, vital, cruel, debauched.”  (Fleming 127). Like Grant, 

Kerim is depicted as exhibiting traditionally masculine characteristics to a brutal and undesirable 

extreme, in this case not due to pathology but due to his exoticism. Kerim is not an unlikable 

character, but the depiction of his excessive masculinity and sexuality does serve to balance 

Bond’s more tasteful and desirable masculinity. This can be seen, in particular, in the way that 

Kerim speaks about women. In the novel, Kerim states, “in their dreams [women] long to be 

slung over a man’s shoulder and taken into a cave and raped” (Fleming 140). Here, Kerim’s 

brutal and impulsive sexuality is emphasized, highlighting the civilized and normal sexuality of 

Bond.  

The normative and ideal sexuality of Bond is further highlighted by the presence of 

Tatiana, who embodies an exaggerated, hyper-feminine ideal which affirms Bond’s 

heterosexuality, a characteristic necessary for the construction of normative masculinity. Not 

only is Tatiana beautiful within normative ideals of feminine beauty standards, but she is also, 

“guileless,” “innocent,” and “affectionate in nature” (Fleming 78, 91). In successfully exhibiting 

the passivity and subservience of hegemonic femininity, Tatiana’s presence as Bond’s love 

interest allows him to play the masculine role of savior and protector of the innocent and helpless 

woman. 

An analysis of this novel not only reveals the constructed-nature of Bond’s masculinity 

through its contrast with less-desirable masculinities, but also outlines the political motivations 

for the celebration of this artificial construction. These motivations are obscured through the 

employment of naturalized logics, yet the novel’s exaggerated reliance on these logics makes 

them visible where they are otherwise and often overlooked. From Russia With Love is a novel 

that does not consciously or directly acknowledge or challenge ideologies of gender, race or 
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other power hierarchies. While it very clearly engages in a conversation about masculine and 

Western dominance, it does so without any explicit or implicit critique. All of the information 

provided, when provided by a character that the novel has deemed trustworthy through loyalty 

with the West, is meant to be taken at face value. This information includes justification for 

Western dominance, but also critiques of those who do not fit within traditional Western norms. 

In one such seemingly objective observation, the novel’s omniscient narrator describes the 

Turkish locals, stating: 

these dark, ugly, neat little officials were modern Turks. [Bond] listened to their voices, 

full of broad vowels and quiet u-sounds, and he watched the dark eyes that belied soft, 

polite voices. They were bright, angry, cruel eyes…They were eyes that kept the knife-

hand in sight without seeming to, that counted the grains of meal and the small fractions 

of coin and noted the flicker of the merchant’s fingers. They were hard, untrusting, 

jealous eyes. Bond didn’t take to them (Fleming 122). 

There is no double meaning suggested by this negative and racialized depiction; it is meant to be 

taken as truth. However, it is so dramatically singular and rooted within false stereotype, that it 

serves to dramatize or make a parody of the hegemonic ideologies which shape it. In this way, 

the novel unintentionally but usefully exposes the constructed gendered and racialized ideologies 

which shaped the novel’s existence, and also places these constructions, such as that of 

masculinity, within the history of orientalism which allowed for the naturalization of Western 

dominance and Western social ideals such as the ideal of heroic masculinity. 

In the play M. Butterfly, Gallimard’s masculinity is similarly constructed by the 

alternative masculinities surrounding him, as well as by the idealized hyper-femininity of the 

character Song. However, it does so in a much more directly and self-consciously critical way. 
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The play examines the role of masculinity within Western colonial projects in the East, 

specifically examining the European presence in China during the Vietnam War. In the play, 

Gallimard’s ideas about heroic masculinity are constructed and shaped by his presence in the 

East, in a country of men who have been racialized to be effeminate or insufficiently masculine 

by comparison. Within this context, Gallimard’s notion of ideal Western masculinity depends 

necessarily on its contrast to the East. While Gallimard is not shown interacting with any 

Chinese men other than Song, who he believes is a woman for the majority of the play, 

Gallimard’s understanding of the East Asian people is emasculating at a political level, which 

necessarily seeps into his interpersonal relations. Gallimard states in the play that “Orientals 

simply want to be associated with whoever shows the most strength and power,” and that they 

“will always submit to a greater force” (Hwang 45,46). The naturalized emasculation of the East 

Asian people in this play by the West serves to affirm Gallimard’s understanding of his own 

heroic masculinity, however, the play highlights the fact that this is a notion existing within 

Gallimard’s head and that the version of reality depicted in the play is one that has been conjured 

up in his mind.  

The presence of Song in the play, a Chinese man impersonating “the Perfect Woman,” 

further serves to construct Gallimard’s sense of his own masculinity, however the underlying 

fallacy of this gendered performance in the play effectively works to destabilize Gallimard’s 

understanding of his own masculinity, exposing it to both him and the reader as something that is 

not natural, but is rather a myth reliant on the artificial performances of those around him 

(Hwang, 78). Song’s performance of femininity, which is distinctly submissive and “helpless” 

validates Gallimard’s position as powerful and superior (Hwang 60). Gallimard makes a point to 

comment on the “convincing” nature of Song’s femininity, highlighting the fact that what he 
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believes to be natural femininity actually requires overt performance to be actualized (Hwang 

17). The fact that Song’s idealized femininity is necessarily performed and artificial exposes 

Gallimard’s idealized understanding of masculinity to be equally false and artificial. 

Unlike From Russia With Love, M. Butterfly consciously discusses the artificial nature of 

hegemonic (white, heterosexual) masculinity, exposing it as a myth and delegitimizing its 

naturalized position of heroic superiority. The metanarrative elements of the play allow for a 

kind of irony or doubleness that complicates any simple reading of the information offered by 

the play. Gallimard is self-aware of himself as a narrator, and this element of the play 

emphasizes the fact that the reality being offered is necessarily subjective and biased.  

The form of this text also allows for multiple speakers to have control or agency over the 

narrative. While it appears initially that Gallimard has full control over the narrative being 

offered, towards the end of the play, Song disrupts the structure of the play, taking agency 

himself and disobeying Gallimard’s orders. This is especially apparent in the scene just before 

Song discards his feminine disguise onstage despite Gallimard’s protests. Gallimard argues to 

Song, “you have to do what I say! I’m conjuring you in my mind!” and yet Song changes anyway 

(Hwang 78). Both Gallimard and Song are conscious of their positions and both directly address 

the audience. Song’s very presence in this play disrupts traditional and naturalized notions of 

gender, but he also uses his agency within the play to address the fallacies of Gallimard’s 

understanding of masculinity, while simultaneously exploiting this for his own benefit, reversing 

traditional power hierarchies. In the courthouse scene, Song explains that he was able to deceive 

Gallimard because “men always believe what they want to hear,” and because “when he finally 

met his dream woman, [Gallimard] wanted more than anything to believe that she was, in fact, a 

woman” (Hwang 82-83).  Song argues further, “I am Oriental. And being an Oriental, I could 
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never be completely a man” (Hwang 83). Not only does Song directly name and critique the 

constructed ideal of heroic masculinity, but he disrupts dominant power relations by exploiting 

this artificial ideal. 

An analysis of From Russia With Love and M. Butterfly reveals the artificiality of 

hegemonic heroic masculinity. Further, it emphasizes the way that the value given to certain 

socially constructed identities over others reveals the way that the intimate and the political 

overlap. These texts reveal that controlling social ideologies like those which construct 

masculinity are not arbitrary, but instead emerge out of specific social histories and are recreated 

and further mythologized to legitimize social power hierarchies. 
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